Scope of application:

Error rate significantly reduced

The Bulmor sideloaders have been specifically geared to the specific business requirements of the company. The side loaders have been adapted to the precise dimensions of the fixed storage racks. The truck-driver is raised up to 7.8m in height in the cabin together with the lifting mast, allowing him to scan the goods directly. The error rate during picking can be lowered to virtually zero thanks to this „man-up design“. In comparison to traditional floor storage warehouses, Wohn Schick can also run their high-bay warehouse very economically.

Another decisive criterion for Bulmor’s functional fork-lift solution was the uncomplicated servicing of the vehicle, which is handled by the Bulmor dealer partners Stapler Center Pieckert.

Wohn Schick is a leading industry specialist for upholstered furniture, mattresses and interior decoration. This third-generation mid-sized enterprise employs more than 300 staff at its two main sites (Owingen & Rottweil). Wohn Schick is one of the best-performing companies in Germany in terms of sales per area. Wohn Schick uses two side loaders to handle high-quality furniture in the 10,000m² central warehouse in Owingen. These are in operation seven to eight hours daily and support the service personnel in successfully managing their various logistics tasks.